Thank you for purchasing the Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape! In order to ensure safe use, please read all instructions and safety warnings before operating. Failure to follow instructions may result in injury and may void your warranty.

KIT CONTENTS:
- Thick Oil Vape Unit
- Mouthpiece
- 1x Glass Housed 0.8ml Ceramic Cartridge
- Micro USB Charging Cable

TECH SPECS:
- Input: 5V/400mAH
- Battery Capacity: 650mAh
- Atomizer Coil Resistance: 0.2Ω
- Leak Proof 0.8ml Ceramic Coil
- Battery Indicator:
  - Red Light: Low Battery
  - Yellow Light: Middle Level
  - Green Light: Nice Solid Charge
- Micro USB Charging Port

CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS:
IMPORTANT: You will need to fully charge your Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape before using it. Insert charging cable into unit & the other end into a dedicated USB port or wall socket if using AC wall adapter (Not Included). Set Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape on its side – do not let unit dangle from charge cord. This puts pressure on the charger plug that can result in the unit not charging fully.

Battery Charge Time: Allow approximately 2 hours for the first full charge. Do not charge for more than 24 hours.

Battery Charging: Battery indication light will show charging connection is made by pulsing Red. When fully charged, light turns to Green.

The Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape battery will deliver approximately 2 hours of continuous power, depending on use. Both the battery and chargers are designed to prevent overcharging. ONLY USE APPROVED PULSAR® CHARGERS! Failure to do so can damage the battery, which can result in property damage or personal injury and may void the warranty.

Using the Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape
1. Start by gently pressing the mouthpiece on the taller side, and SLIGHTLY popping it loose from the housing.
2. Glass cartridge may be snugly fit inside the mouthpiece as you pop it off. Simply pull the two apart.
3. To fill the cartridge, unscrew the top, and set to the side. Fill inner glass chamber with liquid, being careful to not overfill. Replace top by screwing back into place. Wipe any excess fluid from the outside of your cartridge.

4. Simply drop the filled cartridge back into the unit, and the magnetic connection will lock it in place as you snap the mouthpiece back on, in the opposite direction you took it off in.

5. Your Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape is now ready to use. Inhale and enjoy.

Important Safety Warnings:
Do not expose to extreme temperature or direct sunlight.
Do not drop the Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape or accessories.
Do not drop or submerge in any liquid.
Do not modify the electronics in any way.
Only charge using Pulsar® brand chargers and Pulsar® brand accessories.
Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape is intended for adults only.
Do not sell or provide to minors.
Keep all parts and liquids away from children and pets.
Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape is not a medical device and is not intended to diagnose, treat, mitigate, cure, or prevent any ailment, disease, or other conditions. Consult a physician before use, especially if you suffer from heart disease or any other medical condition, or if you are pregnant or breastfeeding.
Failure to follow any of these instructions could result in product damage, property damage, or personal injury.

Limited Warranty:
Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape is guaranteed from manufacturer defects or malfunction from the original date of purchase for a period of 1 year. This limited warranty protects against manufacturer defects under normal use and does not apply to normal wear and tear, improper use, and accidental damage from dropping or submerging in liquid, improper cleaning, neglect, or any other damage that is not a result of defective materials or workmanship. If your Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape qualifies for servicing, we will repair or replace, at our discretion and expense, any defective parts or materials. Purchaser must provide a copy of the original dated sales receipt and may be required to provide shipping to return defective parts or materials. We intend to complete all repairs/replacements within 7 business days, although this timeframe may vary depending on shipping, replacement part availability, or other related factors. The lawful and proper use of this device is a condition of sale. Any improper use of the Pulsar® Go Series Thick Oil Vape will void the warranty. Warranty is nontransferable. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights, which vary from state to state.

For warranty servicing, contact us at: www.PulsarVaporizers.com
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